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PETIT DIVERTISSEMENT,
à la Tagantine,
for the
PIANO FORTE.

Composed and Respectfully Dedicated to

The Hon'ble Mrs. Bertie Percy,

BY

T. VALENTINE.

No. 1

Price 2/6.

London.

Published by H. FALKNER, 3, Old Bond Street.

Let M. Valentine's Subject be what it may, let his Piece be ever so easy, there is always a Degree of Solidity & ingenious construction in his passages that renders them highly useful, as well as effective.

Vide Quarterly Musical Review, No. 29.
NEW SONGS.

Piano-Forte Music.

Amelia's Variations on I'll deck my form

King Leopold the First's Grand March

Brunner's Choice Airs Dedicated to the Young Ladies at Prince's Island
data

Lamb's Masquerade

Arrangement of Airs from Don Giovanni

Here's Variations on the Cavalier's Veeris .....

on the Tyrolian Air

Allegro and easy variation

Fantasie on Curn deh Attendini, Op. 18

Quintilles

Lontino Carpathia

Diverimento on the admired Airs Ecco la Bella and Ti lasci tu Tabbardano

Premier Diverimento

Hallelujah's

Jones's Progressive Pieces, in which are introduced popular National Melodies

The Rambler's Rondo

The Swiss Boy

Merrihew's Rondo March, as performed by the Guard's Band (2nd Edition)

P. T. Estampidy's

McCarthy's Variations on the Portuguese Air

Merrihew's Grand March, as performed by the Guard's Band (3rd Edition)

Variations on Light, from the Smithy

Away, Away, my bonnie bark

the Swiss Boy

Motteur's Rondo on Santo fin palliat

Arrangement of Airs from Don Carlos

Introduction and Rondo on Fra tante anguas

McCusker's Spanish Air, arranged for the Piano Forte

Quarternb's Variations on Sing not thy Song to me, sweet Bird

Arrangement of the Fisher-man's Chorus, from Massimo

Rondo, Hark for the Drum

Various Variations on the Copenhagen Waltz

Sellers's Inception and Diverimento on the Air from the Opera of the Czar

Variations on Le Chant du Montechard

Valentine's Tyrolease (Air de Balait)

The Massinello Variations on the Airs of Massimello

Ald Ang Lyse

The Swiss Boy

Close your Funnings

Home, sweet Home (3d Edition)

Cesare

Sal Margiune

Ronde Letz

Arrangement of Rossini's Opera of Zelmira, with Flute Accompaniment

Merrihew's First Set of Quadrilles, by E. Merrihew

Merrihew's Second Set of Quadrilles, by E. Merrihew

Richard's Operas, with Flute Accompaniment

Di Nardo's New Set of Quadrilles, by N. Di Nardo

Aurora Sergari

Zincone's Quadrilles

Rosenhiel's March and Chorus

The Light Bark (2d Edition)

The Swiss Boy

Non pin Mista

Waltz's Arrangement of Handel's air to Lord Nelson

weber's Waltz (his last composition)


NEW DUETS.

Good Night

M. Kelly

Last night, what was the night, madam?

M. Kelly

My dearest Love

Miss Coriander & Mr. Philip W. Hoskins

O! sweet Love

Madame Favia and Miss G. H. Hoosell

Rest, Warrior, Rest!

M. Sola

Rest, Warrior, Rest!

Miss Stephens & Miss Johnston of J. C. Clapton

Tress to the Search of the Moonlight Boar

Mr. C. M. Smith

When Light declines

C. M. Smith

SACRED MUSIC.

Hempel's Morning and Evening Services, for the Church of England, Dedicated, by permission, to His Majesty.

Enlarged and Modern, adapted for the Voice and Piano-Forte.

Swaffield's Twenty-five Original Melodies, Dedicated to selected parts of the New Version of Psalms, for the use of Churches and Families.

The following critique of the above-mentioned Work appeared in the Repository of Arts.

"A mixed mass of surprise and delight has attended our investigations of the volume; and if we were not already disposed to render it to the idea of presenting from a distant County Town in the West, and from an Author hitherto unknown to us, a Work which may challenge the concentrated talent of the capital for competition in the field."
Divertimento à la Paganini.

MAESTOSO.

PREGHIERA in Pietro l'Eremita.

Andantino.

Sotto voce
BELL RONDO.

ALLEGRETTO.

\[\text{MUSIC}\]

\[\text{NOTES}\]

\[\text{INSTRUMENTS}\]

\[\text{EQUIPMENT}\]

\[\text{PREPARATIONS}\]

\[\text{SCHOOL}\]

\[\text{TEACHERS}\]

\[\text{STUDENTS}\]

\[\text{HOMWORK}\]

\[\text{ASSIGNMENTS}\]

\[\text{EXAMINATIONS}\]

\[\text{GRADING}\]

\[\text{RESULTS}\]

\[\text{FEEDBACK}\]

\[\text{IMPROVEMENTS}\]

\[\text{GOAL SETTING}\]

\[\text{ACHIEVEMENTS}\]

\[\text{ACHIEVEMENTS}\]
Rondo in Paganini's 1st Concerto.

Allegro e Scherzoso.